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In designing airfoil cascades the so-called singularity methods are fre
quently used. In such cases the flow is the sum of an undisturbed and an 
induced flow. The effect of the airfoil profiles is usually considered by a source q, 
and by a }' vortex-distribution (specified boundary conditions on a curve 
section) placed on a socalled singularity carrier curve section. This paper aims 
at the generalization of the method. 

For singularity carrier is used, as a rule, a section of the curve [1, 2], 
i.e., an approximation thereof [3, 4], on which, at any point, the components 
of the velocities, which are on both sides of the carrier and are perpendicular 
to the carrier, are of the same value but different in direction cIn = -can. 
FEINDT has already shown for single airfoil profiles that there may be another 
singularity carrier as well [5]. FEINDT'S idea can be extended for airfoil cas
cades, too. Thus we come to the theorems that ensure the existence and use 
of the general singularity carrier, the so-called singularity carrier auxiliary 
curve. The aim of this paper is to present these theorems. * 

Let us consider for simplicity the case c = Vr[J and L1 r[J = 0 for a single 
airfoil, with the signs of Fig. 1 (the conjugate of c is denoted by C and the 
velocity of undisturbed flow is c=) then 

(1) 

On this basis the following definitions valid for both single airfoils and cascades 
can be given: 

* The theorems were presented by the author at the Third Conference on Fluid Mecha
nics and Fluid Machinery [6]. 
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D.l.: The physically feasible singularity carrier is a curve section (5), 
which lies with its full length in the inside of an airfoil section and the con
jugated velocity distribution e(n, ~ = ~ i 17, outside the profile, can be 
analytically continued through the profile contour thereto; inside the contour 
the singular points of the distribution e(n are the points of the physically 
feasible singularity carrier. 

D.2.: The complex velocity jump function g(~) is a complex function, 
whose value at any point of a singularity carrier (~s E S) is equal to the differ
ence between the velocity conjugates at this point, on both sides of the sin
gularity carrier. 

Fig. 1 

D.3.: The singularity carrier auxiliary curve (L) is a section of curve 
whose terminals coincide with those of a physically feasible singularity car
rier (5); and the closed curve (5 -'- L) makes the boundary, (Cu E V) of a 
simply connected closed region V, in which the complex velocity jump func
tion g(Cu) is, apart from the common terminals of 5 and L, holomorphic. 

Thus, the singularity carrier characterized by the stipulation Cjn = -Can 

is, according to D.l., always physically feasible; moreover, for infinitely thin 
profiles with the degradation Cjn = Can = 0, it is the only physically feasible 
singularity carrier. 

Before discussing the existence theorems allowing the application of the 
singularity carrier auxiliary curye for cascades, a few more conditions must 
be drawn up: 

1. Let 5 and L be two curve sections satisfying the assumptions listed 
below (see Fig. 2): 

F.l.: Their terminals coincide in such a way so as to form the boundary 
of a simply connected region V (~u E V). 

F.2.: S is the physically feasible singularity carrier belonging to one 
element of a cascade consisting of cascade elements periodic with distance t 

in the direction of an imaginary axis. 
F.3.: Apart from thei:r terminals (v = I, 2) 5 and L lie in region 

T (CT ET), where the complex velocity jump function g«(T) is holomorphic 
and, approaching the terminals ~'" «(T -+ ~,,), 

where 8 < I and M > 0, 
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2. Let Tz (z E T z), z = x + iy, be a region for which the following can 
be stated: 

F.4.: It is simply connected and there exists a function C = z + i r(z), 
(C = ~ i 17), single valued, for which F.6. is satisfied. 

F.5.: It covers the interval J (0 < x < x2) on the real axis: J c T z• 

F.6.: r(z), q;(z) and y~(z) are holomorphic and drJdz ¥= i (dCJdz " 0), 
III T z• The values of r(z), ql;(Z), and YI;(z) are real if z is a point of the real 
axis (z = x). 

Having fixed the definitions D.l. "-' D.3., and the conditions F.l. "-' F.6., 
we can formulate the existence theorems that prove the existence of the 
singularity carrier auxiliary curve, and make its use possible. 

Fig. 2 

Existence theorems 

The use of the singularity carrier auxiliary curve IS possible by the 
following existence theorems: 

T.l.: If the conditions F.I.,,--, F.3. are valid, then for every integer If, 

with the restriction ~ " Cu i fl t the induced velocity 'C(C) can be calculated 
with the help of curve L (CL EL) and the pertaining distributions q(CL), Y(~L)' 
instead of curve S (Cs E S) and the pertaining distributions qs(Cd, }'s(Cs)' 
In other words, with a given Sand qs (Cs), )'s (Cs) to a given L there always 
exists a q(Cr.) and }'(CL ) so that 

c, 

CL(C) = ;n S [qs(Cs)+iyACs)] I'~X 
Cl 
, 
" 

= ~S[q(Cd+iY(Cd] ':i --l--ldCLI. 
2n 1'=_'" CL -ipt 

C, 
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(The extension of Feindt's theorem [5] to a straight airfoil cascade.) 
Proof: Let us denote the class of holomorphic functions in T by F T(~T) 

and the holomporhic ones in the closed U by Fu(;u)' If, apart from terminals 

Cl and ~2' U c T, then (iT EFT' iu E Fu) 

~ Jy(Cu)fu(Cu) dC = 0 
L+S 

on condition that iT(Cu)' proceeding to points C" (~' = 1, 2), satisfies the con
ditions I iT(Cu) I < M/i CU - C,. 1', e < 1 and M > 0, resp. According to con
ditions F.I. "'-' F.3., and for every integer p, with the restriction ~ ,,/ ~u -L 

+ i!l t, the g(CT) E FT(CT) (for any fixed 0 and 

IS also valid, so for a fixed ~ also: 

which is identical to the conclusion of T.!., since on the basis of Equation (1) 

and 

Theorem T.I. clears the circumstances of the existence of the singularity 
carrier auxiliary curve. It is the basis and starting point for all further con
clusions. This theorem makes it possible in designing profiles, also for airfoil 
cascades, to use an L singularity carrier auxiliary curve, which is taken on in 
advance and has simple shape from the point of view of computation tech
nique, in place of the physically feasible S singularity carrier; thus the quan
tity of the necessary computation work is considerably reduced. 

T.2.: Let c = V cP and Llet> = 0 be valid in the cascade flo'w, and assume 
the conditions F.I. ~ F.3. If these are satisfied, no matter whether curve S 
or L is chosen as singularity carrier, the conjugated velocity distribution 
c(C) can be analytically continued, through the other, to the actual singu
larity carrier; and in both cases c (0 is holomorphic in U. 

Proof: The flo"w yelocity distributions in question, when singularity 
carriers S or L are used, can be calculated from the relationships respectively 
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~('") 1 f" (.~) -~ 1 d ~ I 
C i, = -- g"s /. ----- "s'-c", 

2ni /,::- x ';s+iflt 

" I.e. 

c(') = ,,1. f"g(~d :i __ 1 __ d'L +c"'. 
~nL ,. p.=-::.c ~L +ipt 

" 

Fig . .3 

At the right-hand side of these equations, there are Cauchy-integrals 
and C'" is constant. Therefore any of the two relationships produce holo
morphic c(~) distributions in U, except at its boundary. If the conditions 
of Theorem T.l. hold good, then, at any ; -:-L ~u i .u t the two expressions 
give identical c(O yalues. From this follows, because of the unicity theorem 
that the two formulae give identical cC;) distribution, meaning that, if sin
gularity carriers S or L are alternately used, two different analytical conti
nuations of the same function will apear in U. 

Theorem T.2. is significant because, proying the existence of the analy
tical continuations of the F(,) distributions, it makes possible to produce the 
distribution by conyergent geometrical series that can he integrated for each 
memher. 

d 
T.3.: Let c = V 1J and ..11J = -c; d

t 
In b in the cascade flow [1] he 

" 
bounded and integrahle, and assume the conditions F.l. ~ F.3. to be valid. 

In this case the division C(~) = CB(') CH(e) where (see Fig. 3) 
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CocB+ L, [S Llq,>(C
/
) .,,=-=Y-'" _ __ l_-dA(C/) 

Lo" _ C -<' -ipt 
A, 

-;- r [qB(Cs) +iYB(Cs)] ':i 
-: f-1.=- ro 

"'1 

and 

CH(C) C"'H + L. S [qH(Cs)+iYH(Ys)] ,,~=: co ___ 1 __ IdCsi 
Lo., _ ~ __ (;s .. ·ipt 

>1 

are always possible in such a way that, using the signs of Fig. 3, 

CB(O ;n S Llq,>(C') ri~'" 1 dAW) 
C' -ipt 

A, 
and 

where, if the two sides of the singularity carrier are denoted by subscripts 
"J" and "a", and subscript 7l refers to the normal, while t to the tangential 
direction, 

and 

finallv 'with the conditions 

satisfies. and with the notations 

For the distribution cH(C)d the conclusions of theorems T.l. and T.2. 
are valid. 

Proof: If, on curve S, the conjugated velocity jump of the distribution 
CB(C) is denoted by gB(C), and that of CH(C) by gH(C), then, to sho'w the validity 
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of T.3. it will be sufficient to prove that gBm = 0; further, that C'" = C ",H 
(c Boo = 0). As in the periodically repeating region Ao' which contains curve S, 
J(j) is bounded and integrable, thus, the Newtonian potential being continuous, 
the distribution CB(O will be continuous throughout the whole Ao' so it will 
have no jump on S: gB(~) = O. \,Vith the condition cIB'1 = c2B r, = 0, 

It can be seen that if, in a cascade flow of varying layer thickness and with 
spacing t, the volumetric flow Qf passes between two profiles, then, with 
layer thickness marked b, and introducing bi;= '" = bl and b +" = bz, in 
plane flow 

and 

that is, after substitution 

Theorem T.3. extends the use of the singularity carrier auxiliary curve 
over the case of the source-type flows occuring in airfoil cascades. The cal
culation of the cd~) blade induction is the same for both the source-free 

d 
(.J(j) = 0) and the source-type (.J(j) = -c; ay In b) flow. 

T.4.: If conditions F.4. "'-' F.6. are satisfied, then the complex function 

will be holomorphic in the Tc (C E Tc) which is the mapping of Tz, by the 
function C = z i T(Z), (z = X + iy), see Fig. L1, and it can be considered as 
such complex velocity jump function of J (0 < x < x 2) belonging to its mapp
ing L(CL ) to which on L the velocity component differences 
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as source-, and vortex distributions, respectively, belong. If conditions F.l. ~ 
~ F.3. are satisfied, then L can be used as singularity carrier auxiliary curve, 
for which the source-and vortex distributions have been produced with the 

usual [2] auxiliary functions q;(~d and Y;(~L). 
Proof: The conditions FA. ~ F.6. give assurance that the z = J;(~) 

inverse of the mapping function: = J(z) is holomorphic in the T. which IS 

the mapping of T= and thus 

i,=n !,/(Z) 

ilj &-\ir; 

RT
z'L=Xti,/(X) I' T 

Iz X I '\ > 2 , 
. X ' 

I ~ 
j ! 

Fig. 4 

as the function of C is also holomorphic in Tt;. If :L EL then, on the basis of 

:L = x + i r(x) 

[y(x) iq(x) ] 

From this, according to the known relationship 

(see Equation (1)), the difference in the velocity components on L is really 

q(CL ) and y(C L ). 

T.5.: If we are contented in conditions FA. ~ F.6. that Tz is the inside 
of a circle with diameter J, then, for the practice, condition F.6. for TA. can 
be modified to: 

F.6.1. r(z) will be holomorphic in Tz and q;(z), i'Az) in J (0 < x < .172) 

v..-ill be continuous; further drJdz . ' i. 
The r(z), q;(z) and y;(z) are real-valued functions on the real axis (z = x). 
Proof: On the basis of Theorem 1. of WEIERSTRASS, to functions q;(x) and 

y;(x), which are continuous on the section J (0 < x <x2), for any arbitrarily 
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small E > 0 one can find such q$(x) and y~(x), analytical in J, that I q~ - q; I < E 

and I '1'$ - '1'; I < E. With these functions, substituting z for x, and with the 
extensions q;(z) and Y$(z), the function 

will be holomorphic in the Tc mapping of the inside of the circle drawn on J 
as on a diameter; thus, the conditions of Theorem T.4. are satisfied. However, 
if the continuous distributions are accounted with, then by force of the relation 
for the absolute value of the velocity 

1 j'[q(Cd+it'(Cd] "~= 
~ 1 

~, 

-S [q'(Cd+iy'(CdJ u ...... =+Y_'" ___ 1 __ dCLI 1< 
~ _ CL -iflt 

C, 

c, 

< E lS (l+i) /1-:g= -;--':---i-fl-t id'L: I 
" 

the deviation could be maintained as to be arbitrarily small. 
Theorems T.4. and T.5. prove the conditions of T.l. thereby the practi

cability of the singularity carrier auxiliary curve. The case set forth in T.5. 
which appears in the overwhelming majority of the cases - is of particular 

importance: the source and vortex distributions employed heretofore can be 
used on the singularity carrier auxiliary curve in the future too. 

By these theorems, the singularity carrier auxiliary curves could be 
used for the computation of airfoil cascades. The difficulty of holding the 
singularity carrier curves inside the airfoil sections, inconvenient especially 
in case of thin profiles when calculated by using physically feasible ones, 
is avoided by this method. 

Further on, let the singularity carrier auxiliary curve L be a section on 

the assumption 0 < x X2 of the curve ~L = X + i r(x), (~L =;L i TIL)· 

Further, let us be contented with the conditions given by T.5.; that is, T; 
(~ E Td is only the mapping made by ~ = z + i r(z) of the inside of the circle 
Tz (z E Tz), (z = x + iy), drawn on the interval J (0 < x <x2) as on a dia
meter. The source- and vortex-distribution to be applied on L will be made 
in the well-known way [2]: 
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y = yg(~d IMLI/ldCLI = y~(~d!Y1+1]L(~L)2 

q = qg(~L) Id~Li/ldCLI q<Mdf1!1+1]L(~d2 

and the distributions Y,,(;L)' i.e. q;(~L) in view of ~L = x will be continuous 
in J (0 < x < x 2). The terminals of the physically feasible singularity carrier S 
and L belonging thereto must coincide according to D.3. and T.l. In the case 
c = V <l> and LI<l> = 0, the coincidence can be realized in several ways: 

1) by choosing adequate undisturbed flow (co,); 
2) by choosing adequate blade circulation (r); 
3) by choosing adequate vortex distribution (YE). 
The limit value of velocity cL' if C - CL is known as: 

(2) 
1 [ (~) . (r )] idCLI + ~ +~ = + - Y ~L -Iq <'L --~- Cc Coo = 
2 d~L 

1 [ (~) . (r)] IdCLI r ~ - Y!"L -Lq <'L --- T C/c 
2 dCL 

where in calculating Cc = cc; - iCc1) the Cauchy-main value comes Ill. The 
terminals will coincide if (see Fig. 5), with the notation 

c, C, 

cfn = c/cn+q/2, J cIn IdCLI = J C'm IdCLI = 0 , 
'1 ;1 

since the condition of a losed profile contour is 

. J q IdCLI = o. 
" 

(If LI<l> -;-'- 0, then the condition is given by the relationship 

Of the three (but not exclusive) possibilities of terminal coincidence the first 
on means that, with regard to 
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the condition 

Fig. 5 

must be satisfied, while with the second r = t(c2ry - Ch]) must be taken into 

account and with the notation c; = tCe/ r the condition 

r ~ I I [,o,-"~('d 'og] d<Ll/+ I["L(1d ';'('L)-'~(,dJ d'L (4) 
o 0 

must be met. In the third case the vortex distribution will be made in the 

form Y~ + xY;o' where 

r Y';o d~ =0, 
o· 

4 Periodica Polytechnica M. XIII/3. 
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and with the notation Celyf=yfo = ceO the corresponding condition is 

.J -r. -

;, 

J [c"'7J+Ce.,ML)-IJL(~d(c"'f+cef(~d)] d~L 
o 

(5) 

Should any of the three possibilities be used, it is desirable to have these 
conditions not to influence the basic data considerably. A good onset for the 
point !;L2 is obtained if the formula 

h 

;~ 
c"'T) ~ f Y£(nd~' 

t 

f 0 
d~L (6) 171.2 h 

Cccg + f qfW) d~' 
0 

is used. 

In the following, the theorems based on the foregoing theorems which 
can help the use of the singularity carrier auxiliary curve will be dealt with. 
These theorems give the relationships between the velocity distributions on 
the L singularity carrier auxiliary curve and those on the physically feasible S 
singularity carrier with identical terminals. 

According to T.2. the c(:) conjugate velocity distribution; c = " q; 
and Llq; = 0, whichever of the Sand L curves is taken as singularity carrier 
(see Fig. 6); can be analytically continued through the other curve to the 
actual singularity carrier. Thus, within the curves denoted I and II in the 

Figure" c = " X c = 0 hold true; it means that applying the Stokes and 
Gauss theorem for the curves, four integral relationships can be written. 
(If the flow in the blade cascade is source-type, i.e. c = "q; and Llq; = 

d 
=-c, - In b ~' 0 then the further considerations are valid only for the 

> d~ . 
distribution C H( C) defined in theorem T .3. Denoting the arc length of curve L 
by 1, and that of curve S by s, and using to an arbitrary point of the curves 
the system of coordinates according to Fig. 6 and with regard to 

the four relationships will be as follows: 
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i.e. 
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o 

qs;') ] ds' = f Cfl(l,1}) dO = 

q(l)] {t~( l) -'- 8
2 [C. (1) 

2 2! 8F 1./ 

5/ 

Fig. 6 

0,(1) 

Y(l)] O~(l) I - --, ... 
2 3! 

o 

qs~S') ] ds' = f cal(l,B) dB = 

0,(1) 

I CIe! ) ! ••• 
...L 8

2 l (1'...:.... 1'(1) 1 {t~( I) ...L 

W 2 J 3! 

o 

Ys~S') ] ds' = - f cf~(l,{t) dB = 

O,{I) 

299 

(7) 
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and 

/ 

f [ -ck/(l') 
o . 

yU') 1 dl' 
2 

o. FlJZY 

~) 0 f [CkS(S') + Ys~S') 1 ds' = - f ca~(l,1)) dB = 

o ~n 

For equations (7) ~ (10) the following conditions must be realized: 

(10) 

F.7.: c = V <]> and /j<]> = O. Denoting the distance perpendicular to L 
of the physically feasible singularity carrier S and of the singularity carrier 

auxiliary curve L by &s(~L) and the boundary points of T~ (~T E T~) in which 
the complex velocity jump function is holomorphic, by !;TP' let I&s(!;d: < 
< ! !;L - ~TP 1 be valid. 

Of the combinations of Equations (7) ~ (10), relationships of basic 
significance can be obtained. 

T.6. If condition F.7. is realized, the following relationship will exist 
between the source distribution qAs) on the physically singularity carrier S 
and the source- and vortex distribution, q(l) and 1'(1), respectively, on the sin
gularity carrier auxiliary curve L, denoting the distance of the two curves 
measured perpendicularly to L by {)s: 

s{l) / f qis') ds' = f q(l') dl' +y(l) {)Al) ii (l) {)~(l) _._ d
2 

Y (I) &H!) ..L ... 

dl 2! dF 3! I 

(ll) 

o 

Proof: Subtracting equation (7) from equation (8) the theorem is proved 
at once. The convergence of the series on the right-hand side is realized by con
dition F.7. and existence theorem T.2. 

Thus, according to Theorem T.6., if any of the qs(s) or q(l) is fixed, the 
other will be given from Equation (11). So if we want to produce the profile 
thickness with the usual qs(s) distributions, a q(l) must he chosen which satisfies 
Eq. (ll). The deviation between qs(s) and q(l) will be all the greater according 
to the growth of Bs(l). Accordingly, it will be practicable to use a singularity 
carrier auxiliary curve which is near to a physically feasihle singularity carrier 
with the same terminals. 

T.7.: If condition F.7. is realized, the following relationship will exist 
between vortex distrihution I'$(s) on the physically feasible singularity carrier S 
and the source- and vortex-distribution q(l) and 1'(1), respectively, on the sin
gularity carrier auxiliary curve L: 
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s(/) / 

f I' (S') ds' = f 1'(/') dl' -'1(/) if (1)-~ (I) _if~(/) + d
2 

q tfW) + . . . (12) 
S S dl 2! d/2 3! 

o 

Proof: Subtracting equation (10) from equation (9), the validity of the 
theorem is seen immediately. The convergence of the series on the right hand 
side is realized again by condition F.7. and the existence theorem T.2. 

Theorem T.7. gives the relationship between the velocity distributions 
)'s(s) and 1'(1). Experience shows that it is less significant than relationship (ll) 
of the source-distributions. Its importance is enhanced if a fixed Ys(s) distri
bution is attempted. 

T.S.: If condition F.7. is realized, the following relationships exist between 
the values of the components of the mean yelocity c" defined in equation (2), 
taken on the physically feasible singularity carrier auxiliary curve L, 

s(l) . I 

f (') d '=f ([') dl' - (Z) 9 (1) - dCkt~(I) {);(l) ...L d
2 

Ckl(Z) B~(l) + CkfJ s S c/'v' . Cn 1. I •.• 

, " dl 2! dF 3! 
(13) 

o 

s(l) I 

f ckS(s') ds' = f Cl;l(l') d!' Cki'(l) {)s(l) 
dCkl(l) B;(l) 
------

dl 2! 
d2ckv(l){)~(l) + .. , (14) 

dl2 3! 

Proof: The prOposItIOn IS proved by summing equations (7) and (8), 
I.e. (9) and (10), respectively. The convergence of the right-hand side series 
is realized by condition F.7. and existence theorem T.2. On the right-hand 
side of the relationships in theorems T.6. ""-' T.S. it is generally sufficient to 
go up to second or third degree approximation. 

The significance of the first relationship of T.S. is emphasized by the 
fact that the value of the integral 

s(/) 

.r clm(s')ds' 
o 

on the left-hand side can usually be prescribed, and thus a relationship for 
use in the distribution Bs(l) is obtained. In a stationary cascade, when the 
members of higher than third degree are neglected, for Bs(Z) the approximating 
relationship 

I 

I d2ckl(l) 

6 dl2 
B~- ~ dc~pl. {);- ckl(l) Bs + f Ckv(l') dl' = 0 ( 15) 

o 

can be obtained, if S is taken to be a singularity carrier, on which C'm = O. 
Knowing L, this makes possible the determination of the points of S. 
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In the case of a rotating airfoil cascade, the straight blade cascade 
sketched in Fig. 5 should be considered as the m-apping of the rotating blade 
cascade obtained by the usual conform mapping method, Here the conjugate 
of the mapping of the peripheral yelocities shall be et = -iury. For either 
of curves I or II in Fig. 6 since Vll; = O. the relationship will be 

/ s(l) -f u7)o(l') dl' + f ll1jTl(S') ds'........, - u1j/(l) lt s(1) -

o 0 

__ (SU1j/(I) 
SI 

(16) 

where Q = GU1j,9fa1 - Gu,/dalt. Now on the i'ingularity carrier S let us have_ 
Wkn = e'en - ulj71 = O. Substracting equation (15) from the first relation
ship of T.S. (introducing the notation wo,? = co;. - ulji. for every eJ) the 
approximating equation, for the mapping of the relative flow: 

_1 [dWk/(I) + Q(l)] if~(l) 
2 cll 

/ (17) 

U'kl(l) ifs(l) + Jlt'lco(l') d!' = 0 

o 

will be given at any fixed I and it is easy to solve for ifs. 
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Summary 

The paper presents the generalization of the singnlarity method used for design in 
airfoil cascades. It proves that it is not necessary for the singularity carrier to lie in full length 
in the inside of the airfoil. There are outlined the existence theorems securing the existence 
and use of the generalized singularity carrier curYe section. the so called singularity carrier 
auxiliary curye, and their demonstration as well. 
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